USING RUBRICS IN SAKAI
Rubrics are one of the best tools for direct assessment of
student achievement of learning goals. They are also very
helpful in providing guidance to students on what is
expected for an assignment and they provide an easy way
to give detailed feedback to students when grading.

What is a rubric?
A rubric is a set of scoring criteria used to
make scoring transparent and consistent
across users. Rubrics are most frequently
set up as tables with criteria or elements
necessary for a successful whole listed on
one axis and level of performance listed
on the other. In a fully developed rubric,
the cells are each filled in with
descriptions of what is necessary to reach
each level of performance on each
criteria.

Many departments are using rubrics to assess student
achievement of the Major’s (and minor’s) learning outcome
goals. A number of faculty have found them useful in
developing and grading course assignments and assessing
learning goals within their courses. And, the New Brunswick
Core Requirements Committee (CRC) has developed rubrics for each of the Core Curriculum learning
goals, designed at a level of generality that allows them to be used to assess achievement of Core
goals in many different disciplines and across many different iterations of a course.. Click here to see
these rubrics. The CRC has defined “best practice” assessment for the Core as simply consistently
including an assignment or exam question that asks students to “do” the certified Core goal in the
context of the specific course material, and score the assignment using the Core rubrics in each section
of the course each semester.
To facilitate faculty use of rubrics for assessment, the SAS Office of Undergraduate Education
partnered with OIRT to develop a rubric tool in Sakai. The rubric function is an option that faculty
can select when using the “Assignments 2” tool. The function allows faculty to design their own
rubrics from scratch. The rubric function is also pre-populated with the Core Curriculum rubrics and
it allows faculty to add course-specific criteria to the Core rubrics. One of the great advantages of
using this tool is that Sakai collects the data for you on how many students score in each cell of the
rubric.
OIRT has developed instructions on how to use this rubric tool and incorporated them into the general
“Help” information on the Sakai site. (see bottom of the left margin list on Sakai screen). Click on
“Help” and then click on “Assignments 2” in the right margin under “Tool Pages.”
Here we have excerpted the portions specifically relating to the new rubric function. Frankly,
depending on how you decide to use it, it may take a bit of time to set it up the first run through, but it
also saves time during grading and assessment reporting.
Please contact Susan Lawrence slawrence@sas.rutgers.edu in SAS-OUE or Charlie Collick
ccollick@oit.rutgers.edu in OIRT if you have any questions, or the Sakai help desk sakai@rutgers.edu if
you need assistance in using the tool.
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HINT: When creating your site, be
sure to select the “Assignments 2”
and the “Statistics” tool.
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This is your ASSESSMENT DATA --- if you
are using Core Curriculum rubrics, these
are the numbers you will transfer to your
Core Assessment reporting form.
(there will be totals in each cell – in this
example, only one student has been
scored so far and she received “good”)
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